
Set in the highcross mall in the heart of Leicester city centre, 

this temporary event designed to promote joy uses a traditional 

retail space in a new and innovative way. CN-the-experience gives 

cartoon network a new life with a more sophisticated spin on car-

toons geared toward an older audience of 18 - 29 yos. This space 

takes cartoon networks brand values of breaking down gender 

stereotypes and raising awareness about mental health as well 

as normalizing non cis-hetero relationships and infuses that into 

a promotional event. 

Running for the duration of a month, the space will have a Dining 

experience where cartoon fanatics can enjoy on screen treats, as 

well as a bar that serves themed mocktails while they learn about 

and purchase NFT art. The event will not only instil joy through a 

world full of child-like wonder but bring together individuals who 

otherwise never would have come together. Clients can purchase 

tickets through the Cartoon network website and book  one of the 

2 slots that run that day. Each slot is 5 hours and is designed for a 

party or 4-6  people. The bar, however, is open to anyone passing 

by.
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 Rendered Sections Process sketches 

The development 

process aimed to 

take a regular 

retail space and 

work with the 

volume to trans-

form the space 

into a surrealist 

inspired environ-

ment. 

Using processes 

like collage and 

model making as 

well as sketching 

aided in rounding 

out the space into 

its final form. 
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The first room in the event is the 

history maze, 

a guided animated experience that 

tells THE STORY OF CARTON NETWORK  

through fluid mages and MUSIC AND 

cartoons.

Inspired by the ice cream caves, this 

cinema experience allows clients to 

sit back and enjoy new unreleased 

cartoon episodes, INCLUDING THE NEW 

hbo max X CN episodes that NORMALISE 

CARTOON representONS OF LGBTQ+ 

RELATIONSHIPS.  

sET IN BMOS ROBOT HOME, THIS BAR 

HOUSES A MOUNTAN OF CN THEMESD 

MOCKTAILS BASED ON CHARECTERS. cN 

AIMS TO TAKE INTO CONSIDERTAION THE 

MENTAL HEALTH OF ITS TARGET 

DEMOGRAPHIC BY ELIMINATING ALCHOLOL 

IN THIS EXPERINC AS IT COULD INTEREFER 

WITH ANY MEDICATIO TAKEN BY GUESTS. 

THE SPACE ALSO HOUSES AN NFT GALLERY 

WHERE CLIENTS CAN BOWESE AND LEARN  

ABOUT CN NFT ART

Aimed to simulate floating in the 

trippy lumpy space, The Dive Bar  

offers clients a full dining 

experience through a set menu full of 

on screen treats.

Final experince outcome ground floor 
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The animation studio is a space of 

education and exploration, like the 

wizard city it is inspired by. In house 

artists guide the clients through the 

2d process it takes to create their 

beloved cartoons by hand as well as 

digitally.

The VR space, full of auroras and 

clouds, allows the clients to take 

their immersion one step further and  

view the animations they made in real 

time moving all around them.

A space created to experament based 

on the candy kingdom. From 

3d-printing, dioramas, and 

stop-motion animation films, this 

space allows clients to get to know 

the characters created. Any models 

can be purchased at the checkout in 

the bar.

this room is designed to remove the 

air of male influence found in 

gaming spaces and open up the floor 

to more gender neutral and inclusive 

gaming. allowing clients to play new 

cn  games in a space that is set in 

the protagonists Finn and Jakes own 

gaming room removes the feel of a 

patriarchal gaming room.

After the full cycle of familiarity 

with the process of cartoon 

creation, the clients end their first 

floor journy by being fully immersed 

into a space directly recreated from 

the cartoons. The Vampire Marcelines 

bedroom is created accompanied by 

her ax bass that they can pick up and 

play with amongts tthe rest of the 

room.

The Adventure Hub is designed to 

simulate being inside the 

protagonist's home, a weeping willow 

called the tree fort. The adventure 

hub is the starting point that allows 

the clients autonomy to choose what 

experience they want to see next. It 

also allows access to the top floor 

and that self contained experience.

First floor 

full event fly through 
https://drive.google.com/drive/
folders/1vtnSeQ4GAK_PRHgsha3vvaXiMrHZ1DTa?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vtnSeQ4GAK_PRHgsha3vvaXiMrHZ1DTa?usp=sharing

